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Identity Politics  
A KickstART Festival Forum in association with National Youth Week 

 

AIM 

Understanding gender and sexuality for young people is a significant component in shaping 

their identity. This forum aims to increase young people's awareness on the diversity of gender 

identities and sexual orientation. Advocates, educators and members of the LGBTQIA 

community will discuss the impact of both gender and sexuality on identity covering areas such 

as fashion, transitioning, coming out, mental illness, feminism, acceptance and family. 

 

FORUM DETAILS 
Chair  Tim Lanzon 

Date  Tuesday 21 April 2015  

Time  6.00pm – 8.00pm with break 

Location Ol’ Dirty Basement @ Toastface Grillah, Grand Lane Perth CBD   
 

FORUM FORMAT 
6.00pm  Welcome   

6.05pm  Dani Wright 

6.20pm  Dmitri Kain  

6.35pm  Dr. Rob Cover  

6.55pm  Natalia Moorin 

7.10pm  Sam Cavallaro 

7.20pm  Break – light refreshments provided   

7.35pm  Q & A  

7.55pm  Forum conclusion and open networking  

8.00pm  Forum Address  
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SPEAKERS  
 

Tim Lanzon  

RTRFM’s All Things Queer  

 

Dani Wright  

Freedom Centre  

 

Dani Wright Toussaint is the Coordinator for the Freedom Centre; a youth run space in Perth that is run to 

support young LGBTIQ people. Dani is also a Board member for the National LGBTI Health Alliance and 

Living Proud LGBTI Community Services of WA.  

 

Dmitri Kain Equal  

Opportunity Ambassador  

 

Dmitri Kain is a Year 11 student at a prominent Perth secondary school and responds positively to the 

pronouns he/him/his. He is a queer, asexual, aromantic, agender transman; has experienced mental 

illness, and loves music, maths, sociology, philosophy, environmentalism, art, helping others, and living. 

Dmitri is also passionate about creating situations of equal opportunity and building communities where 

equal treatment and freedom allows everyone to be their best and be meaningfully engaged in their lives. 

Last year Dmitri attended the National Safe Schools Symposium on scholarship and is currently working 

with his school staff and the Freedom Centre to improve the school experience for individuals who 

identify as queer, trans* intersex, or culturally or religiously diverse at his high school. Changes Dmitri 

wishes his school to observe in the foreseeable future include non-gender-specific uniform policies and 

educating students and staff about how to deal with discrimination. Dmitri aspires to be an experimental 

composer, writer, feminist and activist.  

 

Dr. Rob Cover  

Discipline Chair, Media and Communication Associate Professor, School of Social Sciences  

 

Dr Rob Cover heads UWA’s Media program, where he researches on digital media and youth sexuality. 

His 2012 book “Queer Youth Suicide, Culture and Identity: Unliveable Lives?” examined some of the 

pressures on young people to present sexual identities that are coherent and recognisable. More 

information on Rob can be accessed here: www.uwa.edu.au/people/rob.cover  
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Natalia Moorin  

NUS WA Disability Officer and ECU Queer Collective  

 

Natalia Velma Moorin has been highly involved in queer spaces since entering university. She is the NUS 

WA Disability Officer and collaboratively runs the ECU Queer Collective while also studying Social Work 

and Gender Studies at ECU and UWA. For a year and a half Natalia has been out as a trans woman and 

has overcome struggles with the support of strong friendships. In the future Natalia plans to research and 

develop social policy to create equality between people across all gender and sexual identities, as well as 

becoming a social worker providing services to queer youth especially transgender youth and women. 

While still early on in her career Natalia has already attended queer conferences, held a conference for 

women and been retweeted by the writer and transgender activist Janet Mock!! She also has been the 

subject of an article by the Trans Exclusionary Radical Feminist (TERF) activist Cathy Brennan.  

 

Sam Cavallaro  

Equal Love WA 

 

Equal Love WA is the Western Australian wing of the active campaign for equal marriage rights. Equal 

Love is dedicated to the fight against LGBTIQ discrimination and for equal rights for queer people. Since 

the ban on same-sex marriage in 2004 Equal Love has built rallies and called for mass demonstrations of 

community support for marriage equality. Equal Love also aims to utilize the mantle of marriage equality 

to bring other issues facing the queer community to the public arena. These issues have included queer 

homelessness, transgender issues and the detention of queer refugees. Sam Cavallaro is the current 

convener of Equal Love WA. In addition to queer activism Sam is a socialist and active around a broad 

range of issues of oppression and injustice. 


